
POL-index 2015 - Classification of papers  
 

Type of a paper: should be selected from the following options.  

1. An original research paper - an original paper which presents results of original research works 
of empirical, theoretical, technical or analytical nature. This types also includes monographic 
papers, conference proceedings and scientific essays.  

2. A review paper - a research paper which summarizes the current knowledge within a specific 
area of research. A review paper integrates and interprets current results of scientific works; it 
does not have to include original results of research.  

3. A communiqué on results of research - a short  (usually 1 to 3 pages) research paper which 
describes initial results of empirical works of particular importance, a process and initial results 
of original experimental works or original technical solutions. 

4. A gloss or legal comment - a legal paper containing original results of analytical research works.  

5. A scientific review - a paper containing critical analysis and evaluation of a scientific publication, 
a piece of literature or a piece of art; it may be published within a polemic discussion. 

6. A case study - a publication being the analysis of a given (mostly real), allowing to draw 
conclusions concerning purposes and results of the described case. A typical publication for 
magazines in the field of medical or social sciences.  

7. Guidelines - a reviewing publication being the description of guidelines and recommendations 
concerning procedures in specified cases; the publication characteristic especially for magazines 
in the field of medical sciences.  

8. A popular, scientific paper - a publication which popularises scientific issues among readers 
which are not experts in given fields.  

9. Other, non-quotable publications - publications in a scientific magazine, not listed above, eg.   
erratum, biographical notes, reports, preface, afterword, editorial notes, obituaries, 
announcements, letters to editorial boards, non-scientific reviews and other, non-quotable 
papers, i.e. which are, by the rule, not quoted by authors of other publications, which do not 
have bibliographical references and which are usually not reviewed.  

10. Other quotable publications - publication in a scientific magazine, not listed above, which have 
the potential to become a quotable publications, i.e. which, by the rule, are quoted in scientific 
magazines, which have bibliographical references and which are reviewed. 

 


